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45’ 
Presentation 

10’
Questions and answers

1 - What is a misleading invoice?

2 - How to identify a misleading invoice?

3 - What to do if you spot a misleading invoice? 
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2 How to identify a misleading invoice?



 The EUIPO never sends invoices or payment requests to users
even if your filing number is on the invoice, it does not come from us
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 The EUIPO never sends invoices or payment requests to users
even if your filing number is on the invoice, it does not come from us

 Check the EUIPO fee structure, payment methods and bank accounts 
different amounts and bank accounts in a letter are suspicious

 Identify the purpose of the letter and ask yourself if it is useful for you 
pay attention to references to private registration, unsolicited monitoring 
or renewal  

Key things to keep in mind
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What are the warning signs of a misleading invoice?
Check the name and logo

Is it really important?
Reminder ?

Payment pending?

Where is the 
VAT? More red fonts

EUIPO?

The most important thing is 
in the small print

Urgency
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 Internal procedure to validate a wire transfer

 Information sharing between accountancy and legal unit

 Training / awareness raising

 Technical measure to avoid phishing emails / emails with 
misspellings in the domain name (´typosquatting´)

 EUIPO User Area - a secure channel through which you can pay 
and receive notifications from the EUIPO 

Which are the possible safeguards? 



3 What to do if you spot a misleading invoice?



 Contact your legal adviser
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 Contact your legal adviser
 Check out the EUIPO misleading invoices webpage and the searchable 

database of samples on our website at:
https://euipo.europa.eu/misleading-invoices

 Check other open sources on the internet
 If you paid a misleading invoice, contact your bank to alert them and to 

obtain information on your possibilities to get refund
 Report the case to local law enforcement authorities if you consider you 

were fraudulently led into payment 
 Report your case to EUIPO to: information@euipo.europa.eu

What to do if you spot a potential misleading invoice?

https://euipo.europa.eu/misleading-invoices
mailto:information@euipo.europa.eu


EUIPO misleading invoices page – how to find it?

https://euipo.europa.eu/misleading-invoices

https://euipo.europa.eu/misleading-invoices


 More than 300 suspicious invoice samples reported by users
 Further useful information for users
 New: Europol situation report on misleading invoice fraud

Do not miss it!

More than 50 000 user visits a year
More than 50 000 pdf downloads by users a year

What does the EUIPO misleading invoices page offer?



Follow EUIPO warnings in the social media



 Multi-pronged policy against the activities of scammers:
interaction with users, IT measures, legal actions, notifying banks
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 Multi-pronged policy against the activities of scammers:
interaction with users, IT measures, legal actions, notifying banks

 Engagement with National IP Offices, User Associations and 
international IP offices and other stakeholders, including Europol 
´Anti-Scam Network´

 EUIPO supports users to make a criminal complaint / sign a sworn 
statement that they were misled
Law enforcement usually considers the users to be injured party, not the 
EUIPO

What else does the EUIPO do to help users?



?
ANY QUESTION?



Keep in touch with EUIPO Academy






Beware of misleading invoices:

Act smart against scammers!
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